Upon completion of the physical installation of the flow sensor, complete the wiring connection from the flow sensor to the controller or equal by following the procedure below.

1. Turn the power off at the controller.
2. At the flow sensor connect the black wire of the flow sensor to the black wire of the "EV-CAB-SEN", sensor cable. Connect the white wire of the flow sensor to the white wire of the "EV-CAB-SEN", sensor cable. *Use the weatherproof connectors provided with the flow sensor to make the splice.
3. At the controller: Connect black wire of "EV-CAB-SEN" to "INPUT 1 -" of the sensor terminal board (PC-DX2ST). Connect white wire of "EV-CAB-SEN" to "INPUT 1 +" of the sensor terminal board (PC-DX2ST).
4. Turn power on at the controller.
5. Set the rain master "K" and "OFFSET" values for the flow sensor at the controller based on type and size of the flow sensor installed.

Refer to the table provided with the flow sensor for correct "K" and "OFFSET" for your application.

Example: For 3" flow sensor, dimension 'A' minimum 30" Dimension 'B' minimum 15"